The UNAOC has recently multiplied initiatives and projects aiming to promote a responsible and accurate coverage of migration and migrant-related stories in the media.

**Seminars of editors in chief and experts**

An *international seminar* in Paris, France, with 30 editors from countries across the Mediterranean. Participants came up with a list of solid guidelines for migration coverage.

To continue the momentum, the UNAOC held another *seminar in Bern*, Switzerland, to discuss migration coverage at the national level.

**#CoveringMigration**

A major social media campaign on Twitter and Facebook

How to improve the coverage of migration and migrant-related issues?

A campaign reaching more than 5 million people

**Data Journalism Project:** Monitored word use during and after elections; defined migration coverage trends

**Coming up:** The UNAOC and the Panos Institute are launching the first ever glossary of migration-related terms dedicated specifically to journalists.